L-Dityrosine: A time-resolved fluorescence investigation.
We have investigated the time-resolved fluorescence properties ofLL-dityrosine in aqueous solution. Typically, three exponential components were needed to fit the fluorescence pattern adequately, with pure decay terms for the low-intensity, high-energy state (λem = nm) but with a pronounced subnanosecond rise phase for the predominant red-edge fluorescence (λem > 380). Dual fluorescence behavior is indicative of an intramolecular precursorsuccessor pair, i.e., a consecutive intramolecular excited-state reaction. We suggest that this reaction is a torsional motion of the (deprotonated) monoanion along the biphenolic bond. Analysis of the fluorescence anisotropy decay of dityrosine yielded two rotational correlation times, the longer of which is associated with a negative preexponential term. The increase with time in the horizontally polarized component of the intensity decay is interpreted as the result of an electronic rearrangement in the excited state when the successor form of dityrosine is generated. Lifetime distributions of experimental data were probed by an unbiased exponential series method which uses a Tikhonov-type regularization function. The procedure revealed three well-separated groups of lifetimes, the short-lived ensemble forming a formally negative distribution. A photophysical model is introduced which interprets the biexponential decay of dityrosine in terms of overlapping emission signals from the precursor and the successor molecule.